Pediatric Occupational Therapist Cris Rowan presented
“Zone’in and Move’in” workshops on October 6, 2008
to First Nations teachers and teaching assistants in Terrace.

What did the participants have to say?
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I think the presentation length was a little too long which made it difficult to remain
focused
Very eye opening – lots of light bulbs were going off!
Thank you!
Presenter has obvious excellent knowledge and compassion in the field
Excellent – positive presenter who really knows her stuff! These programs really can be
used successfully in the classroom
It was informative – less is more
I truly enjoyed this, thank you!
You should recommend a book of indoor games for the Northern children as alternative
to TV and videogames
What works as they get older or if you’ve just started teaching older children that are in
the lower levels?
Lots of information but a bit overwhelming
Great workshop – very informative and inspired me to try it all out in class!!
Great workshop – I liked the part best when students get involved. Thank you for being
there
Speaker has obvious extensive experience working in schools, and seems to understand
problems there
Dynamic, enthusiastic
Be great if all staff in our school would attend, great information for our age groups
beginning to spell

•

It was helpful now I understand where the students stand in grades 4/5/6/7 and I can
identify what is difficult for them
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Yes – especially to 1st and 2nd grade teachers
I would recommend this workshop because of the information offered, however both
workshops might be better if changed to 2 hours per workshop
Lots of strategies to help with fine motor skills
I find it useful for other teachers of all grades
Yes – build and learn fun ways for learners to learn to the best of their ability
Yes
Absolutely – practical and research based presentation was superior! Showed “why”
steps are important with printing
Yes – It was easy, fun and helpful
Yes – there were a lot of good ideas and activities that I would use in my classroom
Yes – teachers don’t get this kind of training enough
Yes – better understanding for all those involved
Yes – I think it has information useful to anyone working with kids
Yes – it seems very motivating for students, easy to implement and teacher friendly to
boot!
Yes – very important facts especially for First Nations learners
Yes – the workshop will benefit a lot of other people, like parents
Yes – lots of good ideas to use right away!! Also explains theories to go with the practice
Yes – very basic fundamental to learning and especially early fundamental development
Yes – because as a fairly new teacher (4th year) I knew intuitively that printing is
important BUT it was not a priority in our PDP – even for primary teachers! After doing
my own reading and other workshops emphasizing movement and that we learn while we
move, this workshop has given me TONS of strategies. It was all I was hoping for when I
heard about it! Thanks!!!
Content very interesting
It will help them understand where their children or students stand and where they need
to focus to get through subjects

